**Actions for Things**

- **Groups of things:**
  - sort
  - load
  - collect
  - gathered
  - include

- **Single things:**
  - set
  - hung
  - contains
  - fasten

- **Destructive actions:**
  - blast
  - burst
  - twist
  - crash
  - split
  - scratch

- **Searching & finding:**
  - seek
  - located
  - discovered

**Movements & Actions with the Body**

- **Whole body:**
  - lay
  - leaned
  - stretch
  - exercise
  - slipped
  - wake
  - become
  - raised

- **Eyes & mind:**
  - view
  - glance
  - stared
  - ignored
  - noticed
  - aimed
  - appeared

- **Head & mouth:**
  - nodded
  - grinned
  - whistle
  - sighed

- **Other body parts:**
  - felt
  - grip
  - **stamped**
  - polish

**Actions Between People**

- **Helpful:**
  - aid
  - trade
  - provide
  - protect
  - belong
  - guide
  - improve
  - created

- **Unhelpful:**
  - rob
  - steal
  - shot
  - harm
  - struck
  - killed
  - attack

- **Neutral:**
  - act
  - borrowed
  - escape
  - paused
  - relaxed
  - finished

**Movements of People**

- travel
- wandered
- visit
- leave
- return
- entered
- arrived
- following
- rushed
- **charge**
- dash

**Movements of Things**

- sent
- rid
- delivered
- spread
- reverse
- orbit
Movements & actions (2-3)
Word-family map

- collected works
- collect
- collection collector collectible collective collectively
- collected collecting
- recollect recollected recollecting
Movements & actions (2-3)
Word-family map

charge

charges
charged
charging

discharge
discharges
discharging
overcharge
overcharges
overcharged
overcharging

charge card
charging cord
in charge
phone charger

charger
chargeable
Movements & actions (2-3)
Word-family map

capture

captures captured capturing

recapture recaptures recaptured recapturing

 captor captive captivity captivate captivates captivated captivating

screen capture captive audience
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Movements & actions (2-3)
Word-family map

act's
acts
acted
acting

inaction
react
reacts
reacted
reacting
reaction
enact
enacts
enacted
enacting
interact
interacts
interacted
interacting
interaction

activewear
active ingredient
take action
action figure
action-packed
three-act play

action
actor
actress
active
actively
activity
activities
activate
activates
activated
activating
activation
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He decided that he was going to be an inventor, and he **set** up his latest laboratory.  
*(Young Thomas Edison)*

**set**

When the cooking was done, the little yellow chicken said to his friends, *Will you help me **set** the table?*  
*(The little yellow chicken)*

**set**

**set**

**set**

To put something down carefully (v)

What kind of guitar is this? Thomas asked. Open it and see, Jake said, grinning. Thomas **set** down the case, flipped the latches, and opened the lid.  
*(Jake’s homecoming)*

A group of things that belong together (n)

Then Thelma got out her dolls and her tea **set**. I am saving up for a tea **set**, said Frances.  
*(A bargain for Frances)*

To get something ready to be used (v)
Movements & actions (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

**stamp**
- an image made by pressing a carved block onto an ink pad and pressing the block onto something (n), or the block used to make the image (n)
- to put your foot down very hard (v)
- A sticker that you put on an envelope to show that you paid to send it (n)
- Tramp. Tramp. Tramp. Tramp, stamped the goat's feet. Who is stamping across my bridge? called the troll in his loudest voice. (Three billy goats Gruff)

Max's mother looked puzzled as she handed him the envelope. This is from someone in the United States. I can tell by the stamp. (A pen pal for Max)

Printing is pressing a **stamp** onto fabric or paper. Patterns are cut into pieces of wood or rubber. This makes a **stamp**. The **stamp** is dipped into ink. It is then pressed onto fabric or paper. (Art around the world)
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